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Joseph DeAcetisContributor

Style & Beauty

I Cover Luxury Fashion And Beauty.

Statement Accessories To Give Your Style A Holiday Boost:

This holiday season, when it comes to womenswear opulence, timeless style and modern

accessories —will shed something bright on your overall look. In fact, as the song says, ‘it’s the

most wonderful time of the year’ to accessorize and keeping the look merry and bright.

What’s nice about the line-up of these selected product offerings is that they can be worn with

ease and grace —right into 2022.

Let’s face it ladies, when it comes to dressing around the holidays, be careful not to wear too

much green nor red. In short, others will perceive you as silly not serious. On the contrary, I

suggest to plan your style and make an entrance. Tis the season to make an entrance. And

quite frankly; who doesn’t like making an entrance during this festive time of year as we

reunite with family and friends. When it comes to luxury, CRM Jewelers has a wonderful

selection of product offerings for this Holiday season and right into 2022. More to my point,

when seeking the perfect gift it is best to be familiar with the retail outlet of your choice. This

year, American families have a lot to be thankful for at this time. Celebratory dressing can be

as pragmatic as wearing a modern black dress with a luscious green or red printed silk scarf. I

recommend keeping your CRM Jewelers piece stunning and keep the fashion sense chic and

refined.

Ahead, my women’s fashion editor Emma Cunnington and I selected accessory trends that

will bring a bit of sparkle and excitement to your social gatherings.

Below, explore and shop these statement accessories that will give you the night divine!
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Able Made:

Shine on in Able Made’s Maizy Micro Crossbody, crafted from durable pineapple-leaf fibers.
COURTESY OF ABLE MADE

Able Made—The Maizy Micro Crossbody was created using a soft, eco-conscious, metallic

silver exterior crafted from durable pineapple-leaf fibers and finished with a black, vegan

suede lining. Hardware reduced down to strap pins and a magnet. This is circularity made

convertible—you can adjust the strap to wear it four ways: over the shoulder, at the hip, or

high and low across the body. The entire bag collection is sustainably made in the USA to

support local jobs, and proceeds help empower city-youth health via Ucal McKenzie

Breakaway Foundation. $250
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